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The Alps of Kitzbühel, Oetzal, and Zillertal in Austria are ideal grasslands where tyrolean sheep   

graze in: lush grass located at abt. 2.000 metres of altitude, the best forage nature can offer.

Sheep shearing is done twice a year, 6 months apart from one another: the first shearing of the year is 

done in winter in the stables, while the second shearing is done in late summer in the grasslands.

The resulting high-quality wool is particular due to to its long wavy fibers, soft yet stretch-resistant. 

Natural wool imperfections are then removed using specific Oxy-wash treatment, which preserves the 

fiber structure quality. Due to the nature-friendly treatment they receive, precious tyrolean mountain 

sheep wool fiber becomes soft at touch, odourless, water-resistant and breathable.

tyrolean wool
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The cotton plant is annually renewable and can grow as high as 1,60 m., with 

a short growth cycle of about 6 months. Cottonwool harvesting happens when 

flowers of the plant blossom, letting fiber tufts come out. Nowadays, cotton is 

widely available across the Mediterranean area, but in history its usage was  

already common to American Aztecs.

The cotton plant is by far the world's first textile plant source, the largest  

supplying nations being China, followed by the United States.

organic cotton

Organic cotton is mainly cultivated in sub-tropical

areas, from plants that are not genetically modified.

Its production promotes and enriches biodiversity

and biological cycles, cotton plantations are

cultivated with farming methods that do not make

use of genetic engineering, neither pesticides or

toxic fertilizers. The cultivation process complies

with GOTS standard requirements   

(Global Organic Textile Standards).

The cotton fiber is resistant and elastic, absorbs  

humidity, is breathable and hypoallergenic.
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